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Rationale

• Librarians getting queries from HDR candidates
• Supervisors cannot always answer HDR candidates’ queries
• Distance students cannot attend workshops
• Confusing variety of policies or lack of policy
Unique Features

• Issues identified from 6 workshops
• Models from 40 recent theses across disciplines
• Live links to theses (with permission)
• Feedback → more Q&As, changes, additions
Most Frequent Qs

- What does a thesis look like?
- How does it all fit together?
- How can I avoid duplication in the various literature reviews?
- How can I broaden the overarching discussion?
Publicizing

• Librarians
• HDR coordinators
• Workshop participants
• One-on-one queries
Response

• Content already modified/ more research to follow
• New questions raised and answered
• Feedback:
  ‘a very helpful piece and will be very useful for students’
  ‘answered all qs I have so far’
  ‘has given the essential information that I need’
• Blog?